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Physical therapy
program continues
to move forward
By CAMERON KOCH
news@wkuherald.com

ABBY O’BRYAN/HERALD

Cathy Yates, mother of 1st Lt. Eric Yates, a WKU Army ROTC graduate who was killed last year in Afghanistan, took part in
a ceremony Friday for Veterans Day as a granite panel was unveiled with Yates’ face on it. The panel will be applied to the
Guthrie Bell Tower.

'He's not alone'
WKU unveils bell tower memorial featuring Yates

By MICHAEL MCKAY
news@wkuherald.com

During a Veterans Day ceremony at the Guthrie Bell Tower on Friday, members of the audience were asked to raise their hand if they had
served the country.
Dozens of hands went up.
1st Lt. Eric Yates was not able to raise his
hand, but a visual reminder of his service will
soon be installed in the bell tower.
Yates, a member of the WKU class of 2008,
was killed in Afghanistan on Sept. 18, 2010,
while deployed with his unit from Fort Campbell.
During the ceremony, a replica was unveiled
of the new granite panel that will be installed in
the tower featuring Yates and 13 of his friends
who served in Afghanistan.
Yates’ family and members of his unit, Company B, 1st Battalion, 502nd Infantry Division,
2nd Brigade Combat Team, 101st Airborne Division from Fort Campbell were among those in
attendance.
Yates’ mother, Cathy Yates, was a key figure
in getting the granite panel added. She said she
wanted a statue of her son but was happy that the

panel included his friends.
“That way he’s not alone,” Yates said.
Immediately after the unveiling, Yates’ mother was given the opportunity to speak. She approached the podium, but was too overwhelmed
to address those in attendance and returned to
her seat.
After the ceremony, Cathy Yates said that the
panel is important to her family.
“It just means everything to us,” Yates said.
Following the Veterans Day ceremony, Yates
and Lt. Col. Thomas Hightower were inducted
into the ROTC Hall of Fame at the Kentucky
Museum.
Hightower, a member of the WKU class of
1960, thanked Yates’ unit for being there during
his induction.
Yates’ roommate at WKU, Ty Reid, gave a
speech at the induction ceremony during which
he described Yates’ passion for history and the
effect Yates had on his life.
Reid ended his speech with an address to
Yates’ parents.
“Thank you David and Cathy — we’re your
family now,” he said.
SEE YATES, PAGE 7

WKU’s Doctor of Physical Therapy Program continues
to move forward, gaining approval by the Office of Graduate
Studies during the Graduate Council meeting last Thursday.
But school officials insist there is still much to be done.
The program needs to undergo approval by the University
Senate in December, the Board of Regents in January and
then begins a process of accreditation by the Commission on
Accreditation in Physical Therapy Education.
The program must submit a detailed report of the program to the CAPTE to receive candidacy status. From there,
the program is allowed to go through with the first class of
students. After three years, CAPTE reviews the program
once again before finally granting accreditation.
“The first part is, ‘Tell us what you are going to do,’” said
Kurt Neelly, physical therapy academic coordinator. “Then
they come back three years later and say, ‘OK, now prove
to us you did everything you said you were going to do.’”
A bill previously passed by the Kentucky legislature
which allowed Kentucky schools, with the exception of the
University of Kentucky and University of Louisville to offer
up to three advanced practice doctorate degree programs, allowed for the creation of WKU’s physical therapy program.
SEE THERAPY, PAGE 6

Two SGA senators
removed; others
go under review
By TAYLOR HARRISON
news@wkuherald.com

Nearly one-third of the Student Government Association’s
36 senators have been brought up for judicial review this semester due to excessive absences
A total of 10 senators were called before the judicial board
for being absent from committee and full senate meetings
too often. Of those senators, two — Kevin Adams and Kevin
Preston — were dismissed from the senate after they failed to
attend their judicial hearings.
Justice Chris Jankowski said they both had between eight
to 10 absences, counting both senate and committee meetings.
“How our judicial council interprets not showing up at a
review is intent to resign,” said Chief Justice David Spalding.
Senate members are required to attend the full senate and
committee meetings every week. SGA allows three absences
— two excused and one unexcused.
SEE SENATORS, PAGE 3

Taggart: 'zero tolerance' for Guidry after DWI
By COLE CLAYBOURN
sports@wkuherald.com

Defensive coordinator Lance
Guidry met with Athletics Director
Ross Bjork and Head Coach Willie
Taggart Sunday night — a day after he was arrested in Baton Rouge,
La., for driving while intoxicated
— to discuss what punishments he
would face.
Taggart called it “a nice disciplinary action” for Guidry.
“Lance agreed to them, which he
had to,” Taggart said. “We feel like
they’re stern enough to deal with
what we’re going through. He understands that it’s unacceptable.
“There’s zero tolerance from
here on and our entire staff understands that this cannot happen again
to our football program.”
Bjork met with reporters Sunday and said that Guidry will coach
in WKU’s remaining two games
against North Texas and Troy.
He said the details of Guidry’s
punishment wouldn’t be publicized,
but suggested it could be either a
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CONTACT:

pay cut or a limit on out-of-state recruiting.
Guidry, a Welsh, La., native,
rented a car from the Baton Rouge
airport and went out Friday night to
watch a high school game and do
recruiting.
He came back afterward to the
team hotel and performed his standard “bed check,” in which he and
the other coaches make sure the
players are in bed by curfew. That
typically happens around 10:30
p.m., Bjork said.
From there, coaches are told to
“be smart.”
Guidry then met with a friend at
the hotel and went to a nearby restaurant.
Local police officers were in
the bar in which Guidry was drinking and saw him get in his car and
drive, Bjork confirmed. Guidry was
then pulled over about a block from
the establishment.
Officers noticed Guidry swerve
his right side tires onto the center white lines twice and his left
tires onto the center yellow lines

@wkuherald
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on Constitution Avenue twice, according to an affidavit of probable
cause obtained by the Baton Rouge
Advocate.
An officer put Guidry through a
field sobriety test, which he didn’t
pass.
His blood alcohol content registered at 0.123.
Guidry was arrested at 1:03 a.m.
Saturday morning, the affidavit
says.
He was booked into the East
Baton Rouge Parish Prison at 2:51
a.m. on one count of second-degree
DWI and improper lane usage, according to the affidavit.
Guidry was released from the
facility at 4:57 a.m. on $2,500 cash
bond, a jail spokesman told the Herald.
Bjork said he was unsure who
posted the bond money for Guidry
and suggested it could have come
from a family member or a friend
given Guidry’s close ties to the area.
SEE GUIDRY, PAGE 8

BRENDEN NEVILLE/BATON ROUGE ADVOCATE

Defensive coordinator Lance Guidry, here coaching during Saturday's game against LSU, was arrested at 1:03
a.m. Saturday for driving while intoxicated.
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a
thousand
words
Established in 1838
from the slave membership of the First Baptist Church, State Street
Baptist Church was the
first formally organized
church for African Americans in Bowling Green.
“The church has a rich
history here in the community,” said Rev. Freddie Brown. Brown has
been the church’s pastor
for 20 years and is the
28th pastor since its infancy.
The church used to be
surrounded completely
by residential housing,
but construction on the
Medical Center and the
Parks and Recreation
buildings changed the
landscape. Not as many
people live by the church
today.
“So they started attending churches closer
by,” Brown said. “We are
thankful we have been
able to survive and make
it and God has blessed
us.
“The church means a
great deal to the people
who attend here. They
feel a part of the church.
The church feels a part
of them. We are in this
together, and that’s the
kind of attitude that we
got.
“It’s like the members of the physical body.
When every member of
the physical body is doing
its part, you’ve got a great

Photo & Story By
JABIN E. BOTSFORD

State Street Baptist Church attendees hold hands in prayer Sunday during a service. The church was established in 1838.

working body, and so it is
with the church. When every member of the church
is busy doing their work
for the Lord, it makes a

good church and a great
church.”
State Street Baptist currently has 325 active members and is seeking growth

spiritually,
numerically,
financially and morally,
Brown said.
“To me, the church has
really been a means of

hope and extending new
life to people,” he said.
“We want to be a ray of
hope to those in despair.
We hope that people will

CRIME REPORTS
Reports

■ A female victim stated she
was raped on Nov. 13 by a male
suspect while staying the night
in his dorm room in McCormack Hall.
■ Charles Elmi, McCormack,
reported on Nov. 13 that his
mountain bike was stolen from a
light pole in front of Mass Me-

dia and Technology Hall. The
value of the bike is estimated to
be $200.
■ Lowell Shank, a chemistry professor and director of
Kentucky Science Olympiad,
reported on Nov. 13 that his
WKU-owned Ford van was
vandalized, as well as a trophy
that was stored inside. Two

other trophies were stolen from
the van.

Arrests

■ Shasadin Shekir Fayzulov,
Bowling Green, was arrested on
Nov. 13 near the intersection of
State Street and College Heights
Boulevard and charged with
careless driving and driving under the influence. Fayzulov was

lodged in the Warren County
Regional Jail and released the
same day.
■ Mason Kidd, Keen Hall,
was arrested on Nov. 12 in the
1500 block of State Street and
charged with alcohol intoxication. Kidd was lodged in the
Warren County Jail and released
the same day.

always remember State
Street as being a friendly
church, a loving church, a
kind church, and a church
that really cares.”

■ After police observed Sierra
Boldin, Louisville, run three
stop signs and speed on College
Heights Boulevard, she was
arrested on Nov. 12 in the 14th
Street Lot and charged with
driving under the influence and
reckless driving. Boldin was
lodged in the Warren County
Jail and released the same day.
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Recreation class hosting cornhole tourney
NOVEMBER 15, 2011

By STEPHANI STACY
diversions@wkuherald.com

The students in Tammie
Stenger-Ramsey’s Recreation
Program Planning class aren’t
the type to wait around.
Rather than sit in a classroom, the students are churning out events to raise money
for a minority student scholarship.
Those taking REC 306 are
planning to host Big Red’s
Throw, a cornhole tournament,
after Thanksgiving break to
raise money for the Mark “the
Shark” Williams Scholarship

COLLEGE HEIGHTS HERALD

primarily given to minorities.
The tournament is taking
place Nov. 28-30 and Dec. 2,
5, and 7 on the South Lawn
during the 11:30-12:25 class
block.
“I came to my class and
said, ‘Alright, think about
things that college students
would pay a few dollars to do
that would raise money and get
this thing built up,’” StengerRamsey said.
Stenger-Ramsey, the Recreation Administration Coordinator for WKU, said the
scholarship goes to recreation
administration students and

that priority is given to minority students. This year’s goal
is to raise $2,500.
“We need a few more thousand dollars in the account so
that it can become a fully-endowed scholarship,” she said.
“Then we’ll be able to offer it
forever.”
The namesake of the scholarship, Mark “the Shark” Williams, worked in the recreation
department for 13 years and
taught a Campus Recreation
course for 20 years.
“As well as being a great advocate for our program, he had
recruited a ton of students for

the recreation major,” StengerRamsey said. “We wanted to
honor him for his efforts.”
Jenna Woosley, the student
representative for the Kentucky Recreation and Park
Society, said the upcoming
events are great opportunities for recreation students at
WKU to get important field
experience.
“Programming, for recreation majors, is putting together an entire event,” said
Woosley, a Brownsville senior. “Networking between the
people who attend, food, parking - all of these things are as-

WKU finds new Nashville
Airport shuttle provider
By NICK BRATCHER
news@wkuherald.com

WKU launched its partnership
with a new shuttle service provider
to Nashville International Airport
for students, faculty and staff last
Wednesday.
InShuttle, a company in Nashville
that started as an airport shuttle service for college students, will cost
$70 for WKU employees and $50
for students.
Another provider of the same service is Bowling Green Shuttle Service, Inc., which is $85 if scheduled
24 hours in advance.
The $20 student discount offered
by Parking and Transportation will
come out of its general revenue fund,
acquired through permit sales and citation revenue.
Dennis Cain, transportation analyst for Parking and Transportation,
said WKU subsidizes the service
because it encourages students to reduce their use of personal vehicles.
“We feel it’s more important to
serve those who choose to go carfree,” Cain said. “We’re willing to
help subsidize a student if they’re
willing to get by without a car.
“Most of it has traditionally been
international students because most

SENATORS
CONTINUED FROM FRONT

There are different committees to
choose from within SGA that each
meet once a week. Each senator must
attend one of these as well as the senate
meeting.
The bylaws state that once the senator is notified of his or her excessive
absences, they should appear before
the judicial council to explain the reasons for the frequent absences. They
can also explain why the absences will
not occur again. The council is then required to meet and decide on the matter
within seven days and notify all parties
as soon as possible.
The members brought up for review
were “all given the very sternest of
warnings,” Spalding said.
Jankowski said senators with excessive absences tend to miss both the
weekly senate meetings on Tuesdays
and their committee meetings as well.
“Committees are where bills are

American students typically have
cars and would rather give up a leg
than their car.”
WKU has attempted to provide
the service over the past five years,
but previous providers have been
less than reliable with service being unavailable for long periods of
time, said Jennifer Tougas, director
of Parking and Transportation.
“We put the service out to bid
again this year because we’ve had
some inconsistent service in the
past,” Tougas said. “I feel they will
raise the level of professionalism of
the service that will be provided.”
Tougas said she expects the service to grow even larger in popularity this year after running about 250
transports last year.
But Van Pinnock, InShuttle coowner and general manager, said it
will take time to determine if the service will be profitable.
“We have no idea what the profitability will look like,” he said. “But
we’re committed to providing the
service and getting it off the ground.”
The service is not yet available on
the Parking and Transportation website, but Tougas said students will be
able to log into InShuttle’s web site
and register for a shuttle using their
NetID and password.

“That’ll be the checks and balances that, ‘Yes they are in fact a student,’” she said. “They’ll have validation at that point because we’re
only subsidizing student travel.”
That also means Parking and
Transportation will be fairly handsoff with InShuttle’s business.
“Because they’ve developed a website for online registration — an online
registration process — all the communications go between the student and
the vendor,” Tougas said. “They don’t
need us as a middle man.”
The shuttle will leave Bowling
Green for Nashville at four set times
each day and will run from Nashville
to Bowling Green six times each
day. To use the shuttle, students must
schedule at least 24 hours in advance.
Cain said InShuttle has been flexible and reliable with previous users,
never leaving an arrival behind at an
airport.
“They monitor the flights as
they’re coming in,” he said. “If your
flight got delayed and you didn’t
make it in until 2 o’clock in the
morning and you have a reservation,
they’ll have someone there to get
you no matter what time you get in.
“They’ve never left a person at
the airport yet and they don’t plan on
starting.”

drafted, ideas are put together, and really that’s where they get to voice their
opinions because when they come together as a body, they’re coming to vote
— they’re not really coming to come
up with ideas,” he said.
Spalding said that a few of the senators who were up for review weren’t as
habitually absent as it seemed, adding
that there was some confusion among
senators about submitting their excuses
on the SGA website and getting them to
the right place.
Spalding also said they plan to get
back on track after this “very minor
speed bump.”
SGA President Billy Stephens said
the presidential appointments to the
two newly empty seats should be made
at tonight’s meeting. Spalding will be
the one to administer oaths of office.
As the semester continues,
Jankowski said the judicial council will
be issuing a judicial opinion that could
interpret the SGA Constitution in a different way. He said there will be more
on that in upcoming weeks.

“It’ll give the senators a little more
leeway in their absences,” Jankowski
said.
Jankowski also said the senators
who got a warning are allowed one
more warning before they are removed
unless there is an extenuating circumstance which the judicial council will
take into consideration.

Senators up for review
- Kevin Adams (removed)
- Kevin Preston (removed)
- Josh Rodriguez
- Mallory Treece
- Jordan Campbell
- Michael Pickett
- Corey Johnson
- Kelley Boothe
- Daniel Shaw
- Lucy George

pects that go into a program or
event.”
Big Red’s Throw is not the
only event for which StengerRamsey’s class is preparing.
From 6 to 8:30 p.m. Tuesday
in Diddle Arena, the students
of REC 306 will hold Future
Professionals’ Night, a social
event for recreation majors in
the region.
“The students are hosting
that event to try to help all of
the students in recreation from
across the state link up with
professionals and to help build
their networks,” StengerRamsey said.

WKUHERALD.COM
"Congress shall make no
law ... abridging the freedom of
speech, or of the press ..."
First Amendment, U.S. Constitution
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Know your place
SGA should focus on student issues, not re-naming historic buildings
THE ISSUE: WKU’s Student Government Association has consistently acted
as if it holds the blueprints, concepts
and keys to Downing University Center
issues on campus this semester while
barely addressing SGA President Billy
Stephens’ original platform promises.

EDITORIAL CARTOON
LAURA BYRD
Owensboro
sophomore

OUR STANCE: Rather than wasting
time on trivial issues, such as unnecessarily discussing changing the name of
a building — named for a former WKU
president who recently passed away —
maybe SGA should focus on its place on
campus. It seems as if SGA brought up
the name change just because of a “we
can do whatever we want” mentality.
Former President Dero Downing’s legacy deserves better treatment.
While many SGA members believe
changing the name is a great plan, others agree with the Herald that tradition
should actually mean something at this
school.
Poorvie Patel is one senator who didn’t
support the name change. Patel said that
DUC is an important tradition at WKU,
not only for the students, but for alumni,
faculty members and staff as well.
“As a Bowling Green and WKU local,
everybody who is anybody knows what
and where DUC is,” Patel said.
The Herald fully supports not changing DUC’s name. Since that resolution
is over and done with, it’s time to move
on to Stephens’ platform. He promised to
bring fresh ideas — one of them a “dead”
day of classes before finals week. We
have yet to hear anything on that matter.
“I also plan on revising and thus improving the current Provide-a-Ride driving service for students on the weekends,
in order to make the service more prompt
and reliable,” Stephens said in a Herald

Do you think the name
of Downing University
Center should have
been changed to Downing Student Union?

“I’m a big fan of tradition,
so I would keep calling it
DUC.”

SHAWN
POWELL
Columbia,
Tenn., junior

commentary last spring.
It’s safe to say that there hasn’t been
much difference, or any at all, in the Provide-a-Ride service. Since cutting services with Franklin Taxi, Stephens said that
he will try his best to establish a Providea-Ride program before the end of the semester, but he hopes to do it sooner. The
semester is almost over, however, and we
haven’t seen changes.
SGA provides $30,000 for Provide-aRide, but the program might cost more
with a new contract. If that’s the case,
SGA would not be able to fund it entirely
on its own.
Also, Stephens said he wanted to
boost SGA’s public relations on campus
saying, “If elected, I aim to increase the

visibility of SGA to the student body. I
want to enhance our image to the student
body and let the students have a clear understanding of what we do as an organization.”
But outside of a the Cage the Elephant
Concert, which was co-sponsored with
the Campus Activities Board, and loaning out iPads, how much more visible has
SGA really become?
Before bickering about a building
name change — one SGA shouldn't have
the power to make— the organization
should focus on promises already made.
This editorial represents the majority
opinion of the Heraldʼs 10-member editorial board.

COMMENTARY

“I personally like it the way
it is, because it’s just what
I’m used to.”

AIMEE EVANS
Lexington
freshman

“I don’t think so, because
DUC is an easier pronunciation to say, and throwing
an ‘s’ in there would mess
up the pronunciation.”

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Project Runway
The case for cancer (and why its
supporters are rare and anonymous) contestant spoke
Angry flames encircling that symbol of femininity — the bra — are normally a welcome sight for feminists
and women’s activists everywhere.
However, the flames that smothered
the bras in front of Western Kentucky
Diagnostic Imaging Center screamed
a very different message from liberation and equality.
You may have heard that the night
has a thousand eyes, but each of them
seemed to have been shut or looking
elsewhere when vandals slinked to the
center on Oct. 31 and set the women’s
bras ablaze.
The faceless vandals have probably
never passed their mother tissues as
she wept, terrified of going into surgery the next day. Nor have they waited in the kitchen as their mom helped
their grandma unwrap herself so she
could see her newly single-breasted
chest. I would surmise that they have
also not watched their mom’s radiation treatment live on a small television in a separate room. It’s unlikely
they have quietly sobbed in their bunk
bed on the night before the fourth
grade spelling test, wondering if it’s
the last test their mom will ever help
them study for.
Other than ignorance, perhaps
there is another reason the unidenti-

fied individuals
devised
scorching
donated bras.
Because men
are more likely than women
to commit arson, we can
assume,
for
MONICA SPEES
our purposes,
Paducah junior
that the culprits
were
men. Given their likely sex and target,
they may have acted out in a rage of
testosterone at having never seen a bra
before. More likely, they have never
seen a bra off of a woman before. If
so, the many bras — frilly, lacy, granny, skimpy — strung up between large
breast cancer ribbons did not intend to
mock their bitterness and sexual frustration.
Squelched hormones aside, I can’t
help but think what kind of message
the vandals were trying to send. Let the
ladies have their luncheons and charity
races, let them get their yearly mammograms and present their breasts on
a shelf like sacrificial lambs, let them
circulate pamphlets with caricatures
of contented women performing self
breast exams, but hanging their bras

on a faux close line is going too far?
Breast cancer is no joke, but women who have breast cancer can’t take
themselves too seriously, or the emotional weight alone can wear them
down to a sniveling, frightened wreck.
Not to suggest that optimism is always
easy or always an option, but sometimes a breast cancer survivor or patient needs bras hanging up beside the
road to remind them of the time they
went swimming at the lake and their
fake boob slipped out of their bathing
suit and floated beside them in the sunsprinkled water.
The covert bra-burners didn’t quite
grasp the squiggly line between commemoration and humor that is cancer
survivors’ comfort. The vandals seem
to have missed out on the enriching
experiences of watching their mother
cry over her discolored nipple after
radiation and their eighty-nine-yearold grandma stiffly twist her torso in
attempts to find a comfortable position
with the artificial breast in the special
bra.
Bras don’t always make people
comfortable.

poorly of WKU

I have to say that the Herald should be disappointed in themselves. In a recent issue, you
made the front page story about Laura, the contestant on Project Runway. If you had watched
their videos about themselves you would have
heard Laura speak poorly of Western, stating
that she went to Western, and let’s face it, it
isn’t hard to be top of your class there. I love
my school and for Laura to put it down on national television is a shame. The Herald should
put more thought and research in who they promote in the paper. Clearly, Laura doesn’t love
Western the way I do.

This commentary doesn't necessarily represent the views of the Herald
or the university.

Molly Besaw
Bowling Green junior

have an opinion?
Write a letter to the editor (250
words or less) or a commentary (500
words and a photo). Email them to
opinion@wkuherald.com.
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HELP WANTED
@dbramer: Wanting another midnight donut run at WKU
#thosethingsareawesome #GADSrocks -sent Sunday 11/13
@NEWS25rparmley: WKU dropped the ball by not firing
defensive coordinator after DUI during LSU road trip. Everybody
makes mistake, but DUI #3 is inexcusable. -sent Sunday 11/13
@13en_Miller: Derrick Gordon of Western Kentucky
is one of the most underated guards in the NCAA #WKU
#thenextRayAllen -sent Sunday 11/13
@Lindsey_B_Evans: If a player cant play bc of a tweet
then a coach shouldnt be able to coach bc of a DWI... #WKU
#justsayin -sent Sunday 11/13
@D_YatesWKU: #Back on the grind #WKU #Ready4Thanksgivingbreak -sent Sunday 11/13
@jordanwells3: #WKU's Bobby Rainey (@Rainey300) finished with 85 yards rushing vs #1 LSU. Only Trent Richardson
from Alabama (89) has rushed for more. -sent Saturday 11/12
@WoodyWhite13: Proud of #WKU today!! Great showing for the Tops! No let's get these last two and go bowling!!
-sent Saturday 11/12

@OMV20: It's FINALLY basketball season on the Hill.
Hope the young fellas know what is means to wear that jersey. #WKU -sent Friday 11/11

Friday's Crossword Solution

@_TarynThompson: If you aren't at the WKU basketball
game you are really missing out. A traveling jump rope team
just performed during halftime. #awesome -sent Friday 11/11

We Are

THE Daily Commuter Puzzle

Edited by Wayne Robert Williams

**GREAT VOICE?**
Positions in Bowling Green
P/T Phone Surveyor
Call 800-345-0039
For initial phone interview.

**Hourly Pay
And Bonuses**
Part-Time Computer Tech.
Year round in law ofﬁce.
Send resume and transcript to:
607 E 10th Avenue.
Bowling Green, KY 42102

Have Something
For Sale or
For Rent?
Call 270-745-2653
Note to Readers: The College Heights
Herald screens ads for misleading or false
claims but cannot guarantee any ad or
claim. Please use caution when answering
ads, especially when asked to send money
or provide credit card information. The
College Heights Herald is not responsible
for the content or validity of these paid
classiﬁed ads.

ACROSS
1 "How __ love thee? Let me
count the ways..."
4 __ suits; attire for astronauts
9 Floating board
13 Miscalculates
15 Aviator
16 Italy's currency
17 Orderly
18 Playful action
19 Let fall
20 Go back to __; start over
22 Machine wheels
23 Member fees
24 __ la la
26 Displease; insult
29 Most inexpensive
34 Intended
35 Home for milk cows
36 Major conflict
37 Correct text
38 __-cotta; clay vase material
39 Soccer great
40 Pistol
41 Use a razor
42 Early insect stage
43 Natural ability

45
46
47
48
51
56
57
58
60
61
62
63
64
65

__ around; gave orders to
Building for acrobats
Back talk
Prayer ending
Behind-the-scenes
Mr. Strauss
Pig's nose
Objective
Give off, as rays
Useful
__ up; relax
Shoe bottom
Aspirins, e.g.
Recolor

DOWN
1 Scouting group
2 Raw metals
3 Baghdad's nation

4 Had mercy on
5 Longs
6 Singing voice
7 Penny or dime
8 And so forth
9 Baggage porter
10 Luminous radiation
11 "...__ sea to shining sea."
12 Blouses
14 Scholar
21 Uncle's wife
25 TV's Rachael
26 Last Greek letter
27 Disgusted
28 Keel over
29 Sculpt
30 Give a job to
31 Pitchers
32 Soothing ointment

33 "Don't __ on me"; words
on an old U.S. flag
35 No longer alive
38 Gesture of approval
39 Corridor
41 Pigpen
42 Misplaced
44 Enkindle
45 Sews loosely
47 Cranium
48 Tavern orders
49 Short note
50 Malicious
52 "Nay" voter
53 Spiral
54 Spur on
55 Not difficult
59 Marvin or Iacocca

GIVING AWAY

$2,200

in Gifts Dec. 5 - 9

Prizes include: iPad - Nat’s gift certificates
WKU sweatshirt blankets - Silk & Fresh Floral Arrangements
Salon Packages - Sweatshirt - Jacket - Hat
Restaurant gift cards - Greenwood Mall gift certificates

For more information visit
www.wkuherald.com/holiday_giveaway

email your events to editor@wkuherald.com

---Tuesday, 11/15--SGA Senate Meeting, 5 p.m.
to 7 p.m., DUC 305
2011 Holiday Ornament Contest, 6 p.m., Kentucky Building
Creative Writing Reading
Series: Jason Bredle, 7 p.m.,
Cherry Hall 125
Howard Bailey Last Lecture
Series, 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.,
Mass Media Auditorium
WKU Steelband Concert,
7:30 p.m., FAC recital hall

---Wednesday, 11/16---

Passport to Wellness Series:
Stay Afloat with Study Tips
& Notes, 5:30 p.m., DUC 340
Lincoln Exhibit Presentation: Lincoln and the Emancipation Proclamation by

ticket

No.

Pick-up the Nov. 29
Herald for your ticket

www.facebook.com/wkuherald

www.twitter.com/wkuherald

Glenn LaFantasie, 7 p.m.,
Kentucky Building
Gender and Women Studies
Film: Monsoon Wedding,
7 p.m., Cherry Hall 125
WKU Guitar Ensemble Concert, 7:30 p.m., FAC recital hall

---Thursday, 11/17---

Panel Discussion: Power and
the Press in Latin America,
A Broken Equation? 9 a.m.,
Faculty House
Knock Out Stress, 4 p.m. to
5:30 p.m., DUC 310B
HRL Retention Series Workshop, 5 p.m. to 6 p.m., DUC 340
African American Lecture Series: Disenfranchised by Any
Means Necessary by Dr. Russell
Fraizer, 4:30 p.m., GarrettAuditorium

The Human Experience Presentation, 7 p.m., Mass
Media Auditorium

---Friday, 11/18---

WKU Swimming and Diving
Hilltopper Invitational, All
Day, Bill Powell Natatorium
Fall Festival, 5 p.m., DUC 4th floor
WKU Symphonic Band,
7:30 p.m., Van Meter

---Saturday, 11/19---

WKU Swimming and Diving
Hilltopper Invitational, All
Day, Bill Powell Natatorium
2011 WKU Leadership Conference, 9 a.m., DUC
Survivor of Suicide Remembrance Vigil, 5 p.m.,
Chandler Memorial Chapel
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Harvey Wallmann, the director of the department of physical therapy at WKU, said there was a great need for a physical
therapy program in south central Kentucky.
“There’s a lot of rural areas and underserved areas that
have not been addressed with health care concerns regarding physical therapy,” Wallmann said. “Is there a need for a
program? Yeah, because if you didn’t really need a program,
why come out here and start another one? But there really is
a need.”
The program is currently accepting applications for the fall
of 2012, with a deadline of Jan. 15. It will feature a 118-credithour curriculum over three years, with each semester of classes already planned for students.
“They learn about all the different aspects of physical therapy in the program — it’s not just one area,” Wallmann said.
There are currently only two doctorate of physical therapy
programs in the state, one being UK, and the other at Bellarmine University in Louisville. WKU’s program hopes to accept
30 students into the program next fall.
Neelly hopes that WKU’s smaller size and atmosphere
will differentiate it from UK’s physical therapy program.
“What we’re striving to implement is a student-driven focus,” Neelly said. “Were not in the big city where you might
be easily lost as just another number.”
Chris Bidwell, a junior majoring in biology with a specialization in pre-physical therapy, is excited about there being
another physical therapy program in the state.
“It’s something people need,” Bidwell said. “Nobody is
like, ‘We don’t need physical therapists.’”
That being said, Bidwell, a Glasgow native, said just because he attends WKU now doesn’t mean he would return to
WKU if given other choices.
“I would definitely take WKU over Bellarmine,” Bidwell
said. “I will apply everywhere and I will go wherever I get in.”

During their seven-on-seven flag football game Friday against the Phi Mu sorority, the women of Alpha
Xi Delta gathered in a huddle to strategize. Elizabethtown sophomore Ashley Valentine looks down for
a moment after telling her teammates not to argue with the referees during the “Flight of the Gridiron.”

Flag football photo gallery

WKUHERALD.COM

Adviser: Prospective career earnings secondary
news@wkuherald.com

With a struggling economy,
many WKU students may worry whether the major they have
chosen will lead to a job after
graduation.
A report released recently by the Wall Street Journal
highlights the average national
earnings of each college major
along with the 2010 unemployment percentage for the respective majors.
The most popular majors at
WKU are elementary education, nursing, biology and interdisciplinary studies, according

many students who worry about
finding a career once school is
over and that the unemployment
rate for teachers is something
that comes in “cycles.”
“I just think it’s part of the
times and it tends to fluctuate,”
she said.
The state of Kentucky unemployment rate remains high at
an average of 9.7 percent, according the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, with the national
average being 9 percent.
Gordon Emslie, provost and
vice president for Academic Affairs, said the university does
not push students to pursue
certain majors. Rather, WKU’s
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goal is to expose students to different subjects so they can become “life-long learners” and
be able to adapt to changing careers, Emslie said.
“A lot of students will pursue careers in majors we do not
even offer,” he said. “The societal demand for a degree will
change.”
Kevin Thomas, director of
the Academic Advising and Retention Center, said when the
center advises students, counselors try to help student choose
a major that they will ultimately
enjoy.
“We don’t talk as much about
the career aspect of it,” he said.

“A lot of the time the conversation is, ‘What are you going to
do with that?’ and the student
thinks about that themselves.
The student ultimately makes
the best decision for them.”
Thomas and Emslie both said
students should talk to faculty
in their department and people
in the fields their majors lead to
to talk about employment options.
“We’re just trying to help
the student make the best decision as possible,” Thomas said.
“And if that means a career with
lots of money that’s a bonus, but
if not we just want them to do
what they want.”

By CAMERON KOCH
news@wkuherald.com

ABBY O'BRYAN/HERALD

In honor of Veterans Day and 1st Lt. Eric Yates, a WKU Army ROTC graduate who was
killed last year in Afghanistan, WKU hosted a ceremony to celebrate his life Friday.

YATES
CONTINUED FROM FRONT

Tiffany Shively, Yates’ first cousin,
said she knew what Eric would think if
he was at the ceremony.
“He would’ve sat in the back like
this,” she said. She crossed her arms
and hunched over, mimicking how she
said Yates’ would have sat. “Like, ‘Really, they’re doing all of this for me?’”
Shively said Yates was humble and a
hard worker. She said he loved history
and social studies.
“Like a lot of students, I think they
kind of do their work because they have

to do it, but he really did extra,” she
said.
Yates’ family and the Department of
History have also set up a scholarship
fund in Eric’s name, the 1st Lt. Eric D.
Yates Memorial Scholarship Fund.
Fort Campbell junior Alan Johnson
was the first recipient of the Eric Yates
Scholarship.
Toward the end of the reception,
Yates’ mother gathered family members, friends, and members of her son’s
unit around his induction award.
At first, only his family stood around
his picture, Yates’ mother coaxed the
others to stand alongside it as well.
“We’re all family now,” she said.

Students and others in
the Bowling Green community looking for a medical career path now have
more options, thanks to the
expansion of the Kentucky
Emergency Medical Services Academy at WKU.
While WKU has offered
training for emergency
medical technicians (EMT)
in the form of a basic EMT
program for many years,
those interested in the career can now pursue further
training with the retooled
EMT paramedic program.
The associate’s degree
in paramedicine at WKU
previously allowed for
already-certified paramedics to receive credit hours
according to their certification. Paramedics could then
fulfill general education
requirements to receive the
associate degree.
“There were a lot of traditional and non-traditional

students that don’t have the
certification as a paramedic
that wanted an avenue to
become certified,” said
Sharon Woodward, program director of Continuing
Education.
Now students who are
not certified can begin
their training with the onesemester basic EMT class
in addition to taking general education classes as
they work to complete the
22-month long paramedic
training course. Students
can work in the field as they
pursue the paramedicine
degree and also become eligible for financial aid. Individuals only interested in
receiving EMT Paramedic
certification can complete
both EMT courses.
“It’s very intense,” said
KEMSA Director Lee
Brown about the program.
“When you think about it,
you have to know anything
about everything that anybody would call 911 for.”
Woodward said she be-

Contest will deck Kentucky Museum's halls
By RACHAEL WALTERS
news@wkuherald.com

As Christmas approaches, the
Kentucky Museum invites all
to begin spreading the season’s
cheer with their annual Holiday
Ornament Contest.
The event will begin at 6 p.m.
Tuesday in the Kentucky Room
of the Kentucky Museum. WKU
organizations will decorate
Christmas trees inspired by their
organization or another chosen
theme.
Middlesboro senior and Phi
Sigma Pi vice president Kevin
Smith said, “The ornament contest is a way for the brothers to

get together, have fun and celebrate the season of Christmas.”
Christy Spurlock, assistant
professor and education curator of the Kentucky Museum,
said when the 33 organizations
arrive, they’re assigned six foot
pre-lit artificial trees, which will
already be set up alphabetically
around the room. They will have
a half hour to finish decorating
before the surprise WKU celebrity judges determine the winners. Judging will be from 6:30
to 7:30 p.m.
Winners will be announced
that night, and all participants
will receive a certificate of appreciation just for participating.

“Some of the clubs approach
it as a casual bonding activity,
and we have some clubs that seriously come to win,” Spurlock
said.
Prizes include first through
third place overall, most original tree, most reflective of club’s
spirit, Big Red’s favorite and the
ugliest Christmas sweater.
Bowling Green sophomore
and WKU Store team member
John Haley said the WKU Store
plans to win the contest “because
we are creative types, and we are
beast like that.”
Approximately 2,000 people
will see the Christmas trees, including those attending Christ-
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Willie,
A Nat’s Close Personal Friend
Since 1993

Conner,
A Nat’s Close
Personal Friend
Since 2007

Priscilla,
A Nat’s Close
Personal Friend
Since 1990

Lisa,
A Nat’s Close
Personal Friend
Since 1985


Nat

Big
Nat

Chris,
A Nat’s Close
Personal Friend
Since 1985



Julie,
A Nat’s Close
Personal Friend
Since 2000

All
Life Is Good
Clothing

Lisa

Last year they decided to allow students to have complete
control over their trees. They
also began the Ugly Holiday
Sweater contest, awarding the
winner with a large plaque.
Spurlock said this new edition is
a “real hoot.”
The trees will line the Kentucky room; there will be light
refreshments in the center, and
supplies to make ornaments. Everyone is welcome to come see
all the trees, enjoy the refreshments and the Christmas spirit,
and wear their ugly sweaters.
Public admissions will be free.
“It really gets people in the
holiday spirit,” Spurlock said.

mas in Kentucky on Dec. 3. The
trees will be available to view
until Jan. 3.
“We are always amazed at
their creativity,” Spurlock said.
“You know, what the clubs come
up with; their trees really reflect
the mission of the clubs.”
The contest began with fourth
and fifth graders. The museum
would take supplies to various
schools and later pick up completed ornaments. However,
three years ago the museum decided to instead invite WKU organizations to participate. During that first year, the museum
gave competitors all the same
supplies to decorate their trees.

''

Carla

lieves the new program will
open up possibilities for
people in the community.
“People who are interested in an associate’s degree
and would like to go into
the workforce now have
another option,” Woodward
said. “Before you almost
had to work already for an
ambulance service to go
through the training — now
it’s open really to anyone.”
Brown stressed the importance of those interested in the career to earn
the degree, as some states
are beginning to require
Paramedics to graduate
from an accredited program. Currently, Eastern
Kentucky University is the
only university in the state
to have an accredited paramedicine program. Brown
believes WKU is on the
cutting-edge of change
within the field.
“We’re kind of ahead of
the ball game,” Brown said.
“There will be nowhere else
to get it.”
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WKU offering EMT
paramedic program

CONTINUED FROM FRONT

LESLYE DAVIS/HERALD

to the 2011 Fact Book.
According to the WSJ report,
nursing has an average median
income of $60,000 and an unemployment rate of just 2.2 percent. Nursing is the fourth most
popular major nationwide.
Another popular major at
WKU, elementary education,
doesn’t fair as well in average
median earnings with an income
of just $40,000, but the unemployment rate is comparable at
3.6 percent. Elementary education is the eighth most popular
major nationwide.
Denise Garner, an academic
advisor in the School of Teacher
Education, said she doesn’t meet
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Talking Xi's and O's

By JOANNA WILLIAMS
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Lindsey,
A Nat’s Close
Personal Friend
Since 2004
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GUIDRY
CONTINUED FROM FRONT

Bjork also confirmed that Guidry was not
wearing any WKU attire at the time of his arrest.
News of Guidry’s arrest broke Saturday during the Toppers’ game against Louisiana State.
WKU Associated Athletic Director Todd
Stewart said Saturday that WKU had no
comment and that Guidry would not be made
available for comment after the game.
That was by design, Bjork said.
“It had to be about the players and the
game — taking on the No. 1 team in the
country, which we’ve never done before,”
Bjork said. “This could not, and we were not
going to let it be, a distraction. Even though it
was circulating out there, the right thing to do
was just to say, ‘You know what? We’ll deal
with this when we get back.’ That’s what we
decided to do.”
Players were not told of Guidry’s arrest
before or during the game, Bjork said, citing
once again the desire to keep the focus on the
game.
Bjork suggested that not telling players
about Guidry’s arrest didn’t send any sort
of mixed messages.
“If at one o’clock in the afternoon, we

NOVEMBER 15, 2011

would’ve pulled Lance off the sideline, to
me that would have been more detrimental to
the team and their psyche than it was sending
the message on the discipline,” Bjork said.
“Lance’s discipline should not affect what
the team does and how they respond.”
So, instead, players were told after the
game.
Senior linebacker Ben
Duvall said he felt like
Guidry “did a good job
of taking responsibility,
letting the team know up
front what happened.”
“We love Coach
Guidry,” Duvall said.
“He’s done a lot for our
defense, he’s brought a lot
GUIDRY
of energy to the team and
I’m sure moving forward we’re just going to
prepare the same way we’ve always done.
He’s going to coach just as hard as he’s ever
coached.”
Junior tight end Jack Doyle shared a similar sentiment as Duvall.
“I know coach Guidry’s an awesome
coach,” he said. “I know how much respect
he has in the team and he’s always had my
back so I’m going to have his back.”
Along the lines of mixed messages, the

Hands on personalized treatment approach
Doctoral level board certiﬁed physical therapists
Evidence based treatment approaches
Neck, back and post-operative care

We accept all major
insurance types to include
Medicare, workers compensation
and motor vehicle.

5796 Nashville Road, Suite B
Phone: 270-745-0987
Fax: 270-726-6674

Orthopluspt.com

Jase Pinerola
PT, DPT, ATC

Jane Brasseale
PT, DPT

way Taggart and Bjork handled Guidry’s discipline brought up questions about whether
the punishment was consistent with previous
punishments handed down to players.
Earlier this season, sophomore running
back Antonio Andrews was suspended one
game for sending a tweet directed to WKU
fans that Taggart deemed negative. At the
time, Taggart said, “that’s rule No. 1, he violated our rule. We don’t do that.”
Despite Guidry being allowed to coach
the day of and the remaining two games after
his DWI arrest, Taggart said he didn’t think it
sent a mixed message.
“I think every situation is unique,” Taggart said. “We deal with them all separately
and differently depending on what goes on.
Good thing is, Coach Guidry was up front
and everything.”
Taggart also had a reply to those who
might have suggested that Guidry be fired.
If they were the head coach, maybe they’d
do that,” he said. “I did what I felt was best
for this football program, this team and this
university. I stick by my decision.”
The affidavit states Guidry has been arrested twice before for DWI, in April of 1990
and September of 2003.
The first came when Guidry was in college and the other, in 2003, was too far back
for Bjork and those who hired Guidry to notice when they did their standard background
check. Federal law only allows a seven year
window for background checks, Bjork said.
“If he got that in September of 2003 and
we do our background check in early February of 2011 when he was hired, it doesn’t
catch that,” he said. “We’re going to work
with Lance on the next steps in helping him
in any way we can. He’s part of our family.
He knows he made a big, big time mistake
that can serve as a distraction to our program.
“We’re going to work with him on making sure this doesn’t happen again. Frankly,
we can’t allow it to happen again.”
In the aftermath, Bjork said he looked at
“every option” regarding Guidry. That included possible termination, suspension or
holding Guidry out of Saturday’s game.
“You have to,” Bjork said. “You have to
look at everything.”
Taggart indicated on Monday that Guidry
would remain a coach at WKU going forward.
“He’s coaching this week. He’s part of
this staff,” he said. “We’ve said what’s done
1:03 a.m.

4:57 a.m.

Arrested for

released

DWI (0.123

from jail on

BAC)

$2,500 bond

Rouge Parish Prison

NOV. 29 - 30; 9AM - 5PM
DEC. 1 - 2; 12PM - 8PM
MMTH GALLERY

SENIORS VISIT OURYEAR.COM AND USE SCHOOL CODE 367 TO
BOOK AN APPOINTMENT.

Kickoff for
WKU and
LSU

Saturday
2:51 a.m.
Booked in East Baton

SENIOR & UNDERCLASSMEN PORTRAITS

6 p.m.

Before kickoff
Guidry meets with
Taggart and Bjork to
inform them of arrest

and that’s what’s going to be done.”
Bjork released a statement Sunday afternoon and said Guidry met with him and Taggart prior to Saturday’s game to tell them of
his arrest and the details of the night before.
Bjork said Guidry’s story matched that of
the public police report, which was another
reason why Guidry was allowed to coach
Saturday.
“Because of Lance’s contriteness and
honesty after the arrest and the information
we gathered, it was decided that he would
coach the game,” Bjork said in the statement.
Taggart said in a statement on Sunday that
Guidry’s actions “were not consistent with
(WKU’s) value system” and “how we must
operate.”
On Monday, Taggart said those actions
could lead to a curfew for coaches when the
team plays road games.
“I think whenever a situation like this
comes up, you learn from it and try to make
things better so they don’t happen again,” he
said. “When we go on the road, we’re going
there for one reason and that’s to win a football game. It’s a business trip. Everybody’s
in the hotel and everybody’s going to stay in
the hotel.
“When guys go out recruiting they’re going to come back to the hotel and be there
and locked in to the job that’s at hand, and
that’s to win.”
Guidry was not made available on Sunday or Monday for comment on the situation.
But Guidry released a statement on Sunday in which he took full responsibility for
his actions Saturday.
“I would like to apologize to my family,
our players, coaching staff, administration
and fans for the undue attention my poor
judgment has caused,” he said. “Our football
team put forth a tremendous effort against the
nation’s top ranked team, and I have done a
disservice to our entire program by shifting
the focus away from where it belongs. I accept full responsibility and the consequences
for my actions.
“I can assure everyone associated with
our program that I have learned from this
and it will never happen again. I will do
everything in my power to gain back the
trust and confidence from those I have let
down. It is an honor and a privilege to be a
Hilltopper, and I will prove that more than
ever moving forward.”

Post-game

4:30 p.m.

Bjork and Taggart

Bjork says Guidry will coach WKU’s

decline comment on

remaining two games, promised

Guidry’s arrest, Guidry

“stern punishment” for Guidry

not made available

Sunday

2:30 p.m.
Halftime

Sunday night

Guidry, Taggart, Bjork

News of Guidry’s

Guidry meets with

release statements

arrest gets out

Bjork, Taggart to

regarding arrest

discuss punishment
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Taggart says players’ focus is North Texas, not Bowen
By BRAD STEPHENS

“And we like our players, and we like
our university here. Our guys will be fired
up about North Texas and getting to (win)
No. 6.”
Under the watch of Bowen, a former
Kansas assistant, the Topper defense improved from a No. 118 national ranking in
2009 to a No. 68 ranking in 2010.
He submitted his official letter of resignation to WKU last Dec. 8, less than two
weeks after the team finished a 2-10 season.
Days later he was announced as the new
defensive coordinator for the Toppers’ Sun
Belt Conference rival Mean Green.
According to the Texas Tribune, Bowen’s salary at North Texas is $160,000,
compared to the $104,000 annual salary he
received at WKU.
Lance Guidry now serves in Bowen’s
former role as the Toppers’ defensive coordinator.

sports@wkuherald.com

WKU players will be looking across the
field at one of their old coaches when they
take on North Texas on Saturday.
Mean Green defensive coordinator Clint
Bowen is in his first season with North
Texas after spending the 2010 season in the
same position with the Toppers.
Head Coach Willie Taggart said his players’ motivation for the North Texas game
will come from their chance at continuing a
march for the Sun Belt Conference championship, not from trying to prove anything to
a former assistant.
“Our football team is not playing Coach
Bowen. We’re playing North Texas,” Taggart said. “He left to go to North Texas, and
that’s fine. Everybody has their reasons for
doing things.

■ SPORTS BREIFS
Akol suspended three
games, Fant and Price sit
for paperwork issues
Junior center Teeng Akol served the
second of his three-game suspension on
Monday night as WKU played Tennessee
State.
Head Coach Ken McDonald announced the suspension just before
WKU’s first game on Friday night vs. St.
Joseph’s, which he said was by design.
“I don’t know if there was much of a
reason other than I didn’t want it to be a
distraction to be talked about for, say, a
week or two weeks or a month,” he said.
McDonald didn’t give any details
about Akol’s suspension, other than saying it was a “violation of team rules,”
which happened “right after the end of the
2010-2011 season.”
Akol will conclude his suspension
on Thursday as he’ll sit out the team’s
Charleston Classic first round game
against Tulsa.
“It is unfortunate that we will be without Teeng for the beginning of the season
due to what occurred last spring, but he
has learned from this experience,” McDonald said in a statement.
Freshman forward George Fant and
freshman guard T.J. Price also sat out
Friday’s game against St. Joseph’s due to
issues with the paperwork filing of their
summer employment.
McDonald said following Friday’s
game that he was “hopeful” the matter
could be resolved before WKU’s game
against Tennessee State on Monday, but
as of press time Monday, nothing had
changed.
“This is a procedural matter, and Fant
and Price are not at fault, nor are any
members of our staff,” McDonald said in
a statement. “We fully anticipate a quick
resolution, and they will play once they
are cleared by the NCAA.”
— Cole Claybourn

WKU in the hunt for
potential bowl berth

sixth of the season, the minimum requirement for bowl eligibility.
But even if the Toppers were to win
out and finish 7-5, there’s no guarantee
WKU would go bowling.
The Sun Belt Conference has direct
ties to two bowls — the New Orleans
Bowl and the GoDaddy.com Bowl in
Mobile, Ala.
The bowls, not the league, pick
what teams are selected to the respective bowls.
Because of previously filled contractual obligations, neither the New
Orleans nor GoDaddy.com Bowls are
necessarily required to pick the Sun
Belt champion.
But Sun Belt teams not selected
by those two bowls can still, if eligible, gain at-large berths to other bowl
games.
So far, three Sun Belt teams, Arkansas State, Louisiana-Lafayette and
Florida International, are all bowl eligible and have at least six wins.
Sun Belt Bowl Projections (as of
Monday)
-Jerry Palm (CBS Sports) — Arkansas State vs. UCF in New Orleans
Bowl; Northern Illinois vs. LouisianaLafayette in GoDaddy.com Bowl;
WKU not in a bowl
-Mark Schlabach (ESPN) — Eastern Michigan vs. Arkansas State in
New Orleans Bowl; Toledo vs. WKU
in GoDaddy.com Bowl
-Brad Edwards (ESPN) — Northwestern vs. Arkansas State in New Orleans Bowl; Toledo vs. Louisiana-Lafayette in GoDaddy.com Bowl; WKU
not in a bowl
-Orlando Sentinel — Arkansas State
vs. USF in New Orleans Bowl; Northern
Illinois vs. Louisiana-Lafayette in GoDaddy.com Bowl; WKU not in a bowl
-Stewart Mandel (Sports Illustrated) — Louisiana-Lafayette vs. Illinois
in New Orleans Bowl; Syracuse vs.
Florida International in BBVA Compass Bowl; Northern Illinois vs. Arkansas State in GoDaddy.com Bowl;
WKU not in a bowl
— Brad Stephens
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Saturday will be the last chapter in the
battle between WKU senior running back
Bobby Rainey and North Texas senior running back Lance Dunbar.
Both have had successful careers at their
respective schools, as Rainey ranks No. 2
on the Toppers’ career rushing list while
Dunbar ranks No. 2 all-time at North Texas.
Soon after Dunbar was selected as the
co-preseason Sun Belt Player of the Year at
the league’s Media Day, he made some con-

DEPTH

A WKU win over North Texas on
Saturday would give the Toppers their

®

Taggart said he wasn’t concerned about
Bowen using any inside knowledge of the
WKU offense to his new side’s advantage.
“He wasn’t here long enough,” Taggart
said, smiling. “You can’t be here just a year
and think you know us inside out… This
football team is different; this program is
different.”
Rainey vs. Dunbar

CHOOSE FROM MEATY, SUPREMO OR PEPPERONI
pizzahut.com

His two touchdown runs, coming late in
the third quarter and early in the fourth quarter,
widened the Tigers’ lead from 21-9 to 35-9.
“Towards the end of the game you could
kind of see how their depth and their rotation of a lot of good players kind of wore us
down,” senior outside linebacker Ben Duvall
said. “But overall we’re pretty proud of how
we played, and I think in a few years when we
face the No. 1 team we’ll have an even better
showing.”
Saturday’s game marked the first time
WKU had ever faced the nation’s No. 1 team,
but it wasn’t the first time the Hilltoppers faced
a traditional college football powerhouse.
Just last season, WKU opened the year
with a 49-10 loss at Nebraska.
WKU employed a similar strategy in that

game, giving the ball to Rainey repeatedly in
an effort to control time of possession and keep
the Cornhusker offense off the field.
But Doyle said the team, especially its offense, has improved dramatically between last
year’s Nebraska loss and Saturday’s defeat at
LSU.
“Nebraska was our first game ever running
that offense, so just being in the system a little
bit more and playing with each other [helped]
and obviously we had some great freshmen
making plays for us,” Doyle said.
Taggart’s question was answered Saturday:
The Toppers were 33 points short of the nation’s best team.
He said the key to overcoming that deficit
in future years starts with deepening WKU’s
talent pool.
“We’ve got to continue to build our football team,” Taggart said, “and continue to
try and build some depth with what we’re
doing.”

CROSS COUNTRY

Kandie qualiﬁes for NCAAs
By MERCEDES TRENT
sports@wkuherald.com

The Lady Toppers will send senior
Marion Kandie to the NCAA cross country championship after she placed fourth
on Saturday in the Southeast Regional
meet at Louisville’s E.P. Tom Sawyer
Park.
Kandie’s finish automatically qualified
her for the NCAA Championship, which
will be held Nov. 21 at the LaVern Gibson
Championship Course in Terre Haute, Ind.
Kandie’s race time of 20:21.7 was a career best. She led the Lady Toppers, who
placed 16th out 35 teams.
“She had a very courageous run,” Head
Coach emeritus Curtiss Long said of Kandie. “She put herself up in position and
closed the gap in the late stages and races
her way home. She just did a fabulous
job.”
Kandie said she didn’t expect much going into the race and that she only hoped
to run as well as she did when she won the
Sun Belt Conference championship.
Though pleased with the outcome of

PROUD

the race, Kandie said she is anxious about
racing at the national level.
It will be her second straight appearance at the national level.
“I’m nervous, but I know I have to do
it,” Kandie said. “I’m just expecting to
improve my times, and I’ll be happy if I
get to be all-American.”
On the team side, senior Michelle Finn
finished second for the Lady Toppers,
coming in at 51st. Junior Vasity Chemweno rounded out WKU’s top three with a
71st-place finish.
The Topper men finished 10th in the region. They also put two runners in the top
ten—senior Deus Rwaheru and freshman
Peter Okwera, who placed ninth and 20th
respectively. Rwaheru missed qualifying
for a trip to the NCAA Championship by
just one position.
Rwaheru and Okwera both received
all-Southeast Region honors. Meanwhile
freshman David Mokone placed 32nd.
“We had a very, very remarkable year
with a young team,” Long said. “We were
just delighted with the outcome. There
is a lot of excitement on both teams for
Marion’s success.”
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CONTINUED FROM SPORTS

troversial statements concerning Rainey.
“People expect Bobby Rainey to be the
No. 1 running back, but I think I’ve proven
that I’m better than him,” Dunbar said in
July.
Rainey chose not to enter a verbal spat
with Dunbar, saying at the time, “Numbers
don’t lie.”
So far this season, Rainey has out-produced Dunbar, rushing for 125.4 yards per
game compared to Dunbar’s 80 yards per
contest.
But there’s a possibility Dunbar might
not be able to face Rainey and WKU on
Saturday.
He left last week’s win over Troy with a
knee injury, which North Texas Head Coach
Dan McCarney said would be evaluated on
Monday by an MRI.
MRI results hadn’t been released as of
press time.

WE ACCEPT BIG RED BUCKS!
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Freshman guard Derrick Gordon led WKU with 25 points on Friday in
his college debut. The Toppers lost 72-61 to St. Joseph's.

OPENER

CONTINUED FROM SPORTS

Owens said their lack of momentum ended
up killing the Lady Toppers.
“After we’d try to get over the hump we’d
make a mistake on defense or make a mistake
on offense,” she said.
The Lady Toppers dominated the post,
pulling down 51 rebounds to Towson’s 31.
But WKU finished with a 32.9 field goal percentage and 7 of 24 behind the three point line,
including going 1 of 13 from three-point range
in the first half.
Head Coach Mary Taylor Cowles said poor
shooting was a big factor in the loss.
“We just simply did not shoot the basketball,” she said. “It wasn’t just inside interior
shots, we didn’t shoot well from the perimeter
and we’ve got to get that done.”
Fouls also contribute to WKU’s demise on
Saturday. The Lady Toppers had 26 fouls in
the match, with 20 coming in the second half.
Cowles said better defense would have
helped to stop Towson from getting to the free
throw line so often.
“I just think we weren’t disciplined in our

“Kevin Durant didn’t play defense like Derrick, to be honest,” McDonald said. “I love the
fact that Derrick plays both sides of the ball. I
think he wants to guard the best player on the
other team.
“He’s so physical, he’s got long arms, he’s
active, and he’s aggressive. He’s got great instincts.”
McDonald praised Gordon’s “scoring mentality” as well.
Gordon’s 25 points were the most from any
WKU freshman in his first career game. Sixteen of his points came from the free throw line,
where he went 16 of 18.
His ability to get to the free throw line impressed McDonald, who said he doesn’t remember a time when a freshman shot that many free
throws in a game.
Gordon said he puts a lot of pride in his free
throw shooting.
“I shoot a lot of free throws a day because I
know I’m going to get to the free throw line a
lot,” he said. “It’s all about confidence.”
But anytime a question was directed toward
Gordon and his play, he was quick to turn the attention to the team.
It didn’t matter to him what his stats were because at the end of the day, the team lost.
“It’s just not going to be one player doing it.
It’s got to be the whole team to win,” Gordon
said. “We could’ve had a lot more assists than

defense and that caused us to put them at the
line so early on in the second half,” she said.
The freshmen who played for WKU had
a big role on Saturday, including freshman
guard Danay Fothergill, who hit three big
three-pointers in 24 minutes of play.
Mosley said the freshmen are going to have
a big impact on the way the Lady Toppers perform this season.
“Like we said after the first game, our
freshmen are good,” she said. “They come out
ready to play and that’s what we need from
each and every last one of them.”
Cowles said that the biggest thing the freshmen on the team need is experience at the college level.
“Unfortunately our schedule is extremely
competitive, but they’re going to need some
time on the floor playing basketball games at
the Division I level,” she said.
She explained how important the underclassmen would be to the team, saying many
freshmen would see more playing time as the
season goes on and they’re going to have to
respond to that increased role.
“For us to have a successful season the way
we want it to go, we’ve got to have our freshmen step up for us,” Cowles said.

we had (Friday). It’s just gonna take a total team
effort to win games.”
The loss stung especially hard for Gordon, who
comes from a high school program that’s not accustomed to losing many games.
His St. Patrick (N.J.) team was ranked No. 1 for
the majority of his senior season, losing only to
the nation’s No. 2 team, in-state rival St. Anthony,
in the mythical national championship game.
Gordon’s frustration was visible as he walked
off the court slowly with his head down after the
final buzzer sounded.
“It’s something new,” he said. “You can’t put
your head down or nothing like that. You’ve just
got to get ready for the next game. We’ve got a
long season. It’s just the first game.”
Gordon added: “I just want to win. No matter
how I do it.”
There’s still plenty for the young Gordon to
work on, McDonald said. With Gordon’s ability
to penetrate the lane, he said he’d like to see him
find an open player more than forcing shots, as
he started to do toward the end of Friday’s game
when WKU was down.
Gordon finished just 4-of-16 from the field after he forced several layups, perhaps being “too
aggressive,” McDonald said.
But one thing McDonald isn’t worried about is
Gordon’s effort on the floor and called him “a student of the game.”
“He is very, very in to getting better,” he said.
“I guarantee you, he texts me and calls me tonight
and says, ‘Coach what do I got to do better? Let’s
watch film.’ Once again, you love his attitude and
he’s just going to keep getting better.”

JABIN E. BOTSFORD/HERALD

Freshman forward Chastity Gooch was one of four freshmen to play against Towson in
WKU's first game season.
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ok, so my subs really aren't gourmet and
we're not french either. my subs just taste
a little better, that's all! I wanted to
call it jimmy john's tasty sandwiches, but
my mom told me to stick with gourmet.
She thinks whatever I do is gourmet, but
i don't think either of us knows what it
means. so let's stick with tasty!

Established in Charleston, IL
in 1983 to add to students GPA
and general dating ability.

$4.25

$5.25

8" SUB SANDWICHES
All of my tasty sub sandwiches are a full 8 inches of
homemade French bread, fresh veggies and the finest
meats & cheese I can buy! And if it matters to you,
we slice everything fresh everyday in this store, right
here where you can see it. (No mystery meat here!)

#1

PEPE®

Real applewood smoked ham and provolone cheese
garnished with lettuce, tomato, and mayo.

#2 BIG JOHN®
Medium rare choice roast beef, topped with
yummy mayo, lettuce, and tomato.

#3 TOTALLY TUNA®
Fresh housemade tuna, mixed with celery, onions,
and our tasty sauce, then topped with alfalfa sprouts,
cucumber, lettuce, and tomato. (My tuna rocks!)

#4 TURKEY TOM®
Fresh sliced turkey breast, topped with lettuce,
tomato, alfalfa sprouts, and mayo. (The original)

#5 VITO®
The original Italian sub with genoa salami, provolone,
capicola, onion, lettuce, tomato, & a real tasty Italian
vinaigrette. (Hot peppers by request)

#6 VEGETARIAN
Layers of provolone cheese separated by real
avocado spread, alfalfa sprouts, sliced cucumber,
lettuce, tomato, and mayo. (Truly a gourmet sub not
for vegetarians only . . . . . . . . . . . peace dude!)

Bacon, lettuce, tomato, & mayo.
(The only better BLT is mama's BLT)

TW YM
NL J
// NSF
¹8 Q

J.J.B.L.T.®

+sides +
+ Soda Pop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.39/$1.59
+ Giant chocolate chip or oatmeal raisin cookie . . . $1.50
+ Real potato chips or jumbo kosher dill pickle . . . . $0.99
+ Extra load of meat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.25
+ Extra cheese or extra avocado spread . . . . . . . . . . $0.75
+ Hot Peppers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Free

freebies (subs & clubs only)
Onion, lettuce, alfalfa sprouts, tomato, mayo, sliced
cucumber, Dijon mustard, oil & vinegar, and oregano.

Corporate Headquarters Champaign, IL

$3.25
PLAIN SLIMS ®
Any Sub minus the veggies and sauce

slim
slim
slim
slim
slim
slim

1
2
3
4
5
6

Ham & cheese
Roast Beef
Tuna salad
Turkey breast
Salami, capicola, cheese
Double provolone

Low Carb Lettuce Wrap
®

JJ UNWICH

Same ingredients and price of the
sub or club without the bread.

JIMMY TO GO ®
CATERING
BOX LUNCHES, PLATTERS, PARTIES!

DELIVERY ORDERS will include a delivery
charge of 25¢ per item (+/–10¢).

+ + JIMMYJOHNS.COM + +

$7.25
THE J.J.
GARGANTUAN®
This sandwich was invented by
Jimmy John's brother Huey. It's huge
enough to feed the hungriest of all
humans! Tons of genoa salami, sliced
smoked ham, capicola, roast beef,
turkey & provolone, jammed into
one of our homemade French buns
then smothered with onions, mayo,
lettuce, tomato, & our homemade
Italian dressing.

GIANT club sandwiches
My club sandwiches have twice the meat or cheese, try it
on my fresh baked thick sliced 7-grain bread or my famous
homemade french bread!

#7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB
A full 1/4 pound of real applewood smoked ham,
provolone cheese, lettuce, tomato, & real mayo!

#8 BILLY CLUB®
Choice roast beef, smoked ham, provolone cheese,
Dijon mustard, lettuce, tomato, & mayo.

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB®
Real genoa salami, Italian capicola, smoked ham,
and provolone cheese all topped with lettuce, tomato,
onion, mayo, and our homemade Italian vinaigrette.
(You hav'ta order hot peppers, just ask!)

#10 HUNTER’S CLUB®
A full 1/4 pound of fresh sliced medium rare
roast beef, provolone, lettuce, tomato, & mayo.

#11 COUNTRY CLUB®

The
win
answers
many lingering questions
about WKU’s ability to
perform against its biggest rival. Aside from
not logging a win against
MTSU since 2008, WKU
hadn’t won in Murfreesboro since 2006.
Senior middle hitter Tiffany Elmore was
a freshman the last time
the Lady Toppers beat
MTSU and said the team
had been striving to get
this win for a long time.
“It’s always been that
one that we want to get,”
she said. “All the underclassmen are really excited to get that win so
I’m just really happy. As
a senior, that’s all you
can ask for, to have all
your teammates come
out, play hard and get the
win.”

The Lady Toppers
won more than just the
regular-season crown on
Friday. By finishing the
season with the best record in the conference,
WKU clinched the No.
1 seed in the upcoming
conference tournament,
which starts this Thursday.
The top eight teams
in the conference were
invited to the Sun Belt
Conference Tournament,
which takes place this
year at Florida International in Miami.
Hudson said he’s
pleased with where his
team is heading into the
postseason.
“We’re
regular-season champs, we’re 283, we’re excited about
where we are,” he said.
“We’ve just got to continue with this momentum and go down there,
get greedy and try to get
another championship.”

Fresh sliced turkey breast, applewood smoked ham,
provolone, and tons of lettuce, tomato, and mayo!
(A very traditional, yet always exceptional classic!)

#12 BEACH CLUB®
Fresh baked turkey breast, provolone cheese, avocado
spread, sliced cucumber, sprouts, lettuce, tomato, and
mayo! (It's the real deal, and it ain't even California.)

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE

CLUB®

Grab a Ride and TAKE OFF!
WKU Parking & Transportation is now offering
shuttle service to and from the Nashville Airport.

Double provolone, real avocado spread, sliced
cucumber, alfalfa sprouts, lettuce, tomato, & mayo.
(Try it on my 7-grain whole wheat bread. This veggie
sandwich is world class!)

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB®
Roast beef, turkey breast, lettuce, tomato, & mayo.
An American classic, certainly not invented by J.J. but
definitely tweaked and fine-tuned to perfection!

#15 CLUB TUNA®
The same as our #3 Totally Tuna except this one has
a lot more. Fresh housemade tuna salad, provolone,
sprouts, cucumber, lettuce, & tomato.

1. Visit www.inshuttle.com/wku

#16 CLUB LULU®

2. Reserve a ride and pay online

Fresh sliced turkey breast, bacon, lettuce, tomato,
& mayo. (JJ's original turkey & bacon club)

3. Relax and TAKE OFF!

#17 ULTIMATE PORKER™
Real applewood smoked ham and bacon with lettuce,
tomato & mayo, what could be better!

Don’t drive. Ride with us. Make your reservation TODAY!
Daily scheduled pickups at four convenient locations.

WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK
BOWLING GREEN

1916 RUSSELLVILLE RD.

270.393.8884

"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!" ®
© 1 9 8 5 , 2 0 0 2 , 2 0 0 3 , 2 0 0 4 , 2 0 0 7 , 2 0 0 8 J I M M Y J O H N ’ S F R A N C H I S E , L L C A L L R I G H T S R E S E RV E D . We R e s e r ve T h e R i g h t To M a k e A n y M e n u Ch a n g e s .

WKU Parking & Transportation
Services has partnered with
InShuttle Transportation Inc. to
provide shuttle service to and from
the Nashville Airport. 24-hour
advance registration required.

(270) 745-2361

www.inshuttle.com/wku

Convenient. Affordable. Reliable.
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Jason Terrell Browhow competed in track and ﬁeld in high school and at WKU, winning many
awards. He keeps them as a talisman on his wall — a reminder to keep training. “My mom has
kept every newspaper article since I was in high school that I’ve been in,” Browhow said.
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Browhow uses a leaf blower to move trash in the bigger classrooms he cleans as a building
service attendant. He cleans the ﬁrst and fourth ﬂoors of Snell Hall.

‘No man is an island’

Browhow trains after his graveyard shift and runs the track at WKU. A former track and ﬁeld athlete at WKU, he has been training for professional track competitions and hopes to compete in
the Summer Olympics. “I see it as training my mental game,” Browhow said.
Right: Browhow does a
trash run on the fourth
ﬂoor of Snell Hall as part
of his daily work routine.
He cleans the ﬁrst and
fourth ﬂoors of Snell
Hall.
Bottom left: Browhow
runs at the WKU track
most mornings as soon
as he gets off working the graveyard shift
as a building services
attendant. He trains by
running the track eight
times and practicing
hurdles, his main event.
Bottom right: Browhow has been employed
by WKU as a building
services attendant since
February and works
the third shift. “I have
gotten used to it, but I
can’t say I am the same,”
he said.

Photos & Story By
MICHAEL RIVERA
The sun rises slowly as
the lawn sprinklers start
up. The track becomes
more and more visible as
Jason Terrell Browhow
laces up his track shoes.
Three, two, one. He’s
off.
Right after working the graveyard shift,
Browhow trains early in
the mornings at WKU’s
track facilities.
“I’m experiencing running — the sunrise, me,
then I feel like I can run
forever,” Browhow said.
The 26-year-old from
Lawrenceville, Ga., came
to WKU on a full track
scholarship, with his
main event the 110-meter high hurdles and the
400-meter intermediate
hurdles.
Browhow, who never
completed his degree,
now works at WKU as
a building services attendant, where he cleans
the first and second floor
of Snell Hall from 9 p.m.
until 6 a.m. every Sunday
through Thursday.
“Whenever I’m at
work I think positive —
gaining ground no matter
what I’m doing,” Brow-

how said.
He trains every morning after work and hopes
to compete in the next
Summer Olympics.
“I see it as training my
mental game”, Browhow
said. “Keep your eyes on
the prize. As long as you
feel motivated, you will
keep on going.”
Whether it’s working
late hours or training in
the morning, Browhow
insists upon keeping his
focus.
“Motivation is something you create — why I
will never get burnt out,”
Browhow said.
Browhow’s passion for
running consumes most
of his free time, but he
knows what it will take to
keep him content.
“Maintaining my state
of mind,” Browhow said.
Cleaning classrooms
isn’t something Browhow
necessarily enjoys, but he
knows it’s a means to an
end: his goal.
Browhow said, “being motivated and dedicated,” is his ticket to the
Olympics.
“No man is an island,”
Browhow said.

WKUHERALD.COM
For coverage of Monday's WKU
basketball vs. Tennessee State
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Gordon lives up
to hype in ﬁrst
start for WKU
By COLE CLAYBOURN
sports@wkuherald.com

CHRIS WILSON/HERALD

Senior middle hitter Lindsay Williams celebrates after scoring a point Friday during WKU’s 3-2 win over Middle Tennessee.
The Lady Toppers came back from two sets down to win the Sun Belt Conference’s regular-season title.

Redemption
Lady Toppers beat MTSU for Sun Belt title

By LUCAS AULBACH
sports@wkuherald.com

Head Coach Travis Hudson
said the revenge factor wasn’t motivating him coming into WKU’s
match on Friday against Middle
Tennessee State, a team the Lady
Toppers hadn’t beaten since 2008.
The players, on the other hand,
told a different story.
The Lady Toppers beat MTSU
in a five-set thriller to win the Sun
Belt Conference regular season
title.
“It’s so rewarding for these kids
because they’ve played so well all
year long and they’ve had a monkey on their backs when it comes
to Middle Tennessee,” Hudson
said after the win on Friday.

Both teams came into the
match 14-1 in the Sun Belt, with
MTSU giving WKU (28-3, 15-1
Sun Belt Conference) its only conference loss and only home loss in
October.
It looked like a flashback to earlier matches between the two teams
after MTSU took the first two sets,
but the Lady Toppers were able to
come out and win the next three
games to clinch the conference.
It was the second time this
season that WKU has come back
from a two-set deficit to win.
Junior outside hitter Jordyn
Skinner, who led the Lady Toppers
in the match with 20 kills and 13
digs, said losing those first two sets
inspired them to step up during the
next three sets.

“The first game we played really hard but couldn’t get a stop,”
she said. “In the second game we
played awful and kind of gave up,
so I think those games kind of gave
us motivation and play hard and
come back the next three games
and win.”
Hudson said the challenges they
faced this season, like going 1-1 in
their two other five-set matches this
year, helped the Lady Toppers take
their slow start in stride.
“This is a team that all year long
has taken on every challenge,” he
said. “We haven’t wavered all year
when we’ve been in tough situations.”
SEE TITLE, PAGE 10

Freshman guard Derrick Gordon came to WKU
with arguably the highest expectations of any recruit in
school history.
After what was deemed a “reset”
for the basketball program, starting
with this season, Gordon was looked
at as the player who would be instrumental in getting WKU back to consistent success.
If his first game as a Topper is any
indication of how his career will go,
he’s well on his way to doing that.
Gordon led all scorers in WKU’s
GORDON
season-opener against St. Joseph’s on
Friday with 25 points. He also pulled down eight rebounds and dished out three assists and had one steal.
Head Coach Ken McDonald compared Gordon to
NBA star Kevin Durant, who he coached as a freshman
when he was an assistant at Texas.
SEE GORDON, PAGE 10

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Youthful Lady
Toppers drop
season opener
By LUCAS AULBACH
sports@wkuherald.com

Several women's basketball players got their first taste
of regular-season play this weekend as the Lady Toppers
opened their season with a 67-62 loss to Towson on Saturday.
WKU features seven freshmen on its team this season,
though many of them saw no playing time in the loss over
the weekend.
The seniors put up the biggest numbers for WKU. Senior forward Keshia Mosley led the Lady Toppers with 12
points and had 11 rebounds, while senior forward LaTeira
Owens led the team in rebounds with 12 while adding seven points.
Despite the seniors’ high level of play, WKU (0-1)
was unable to pull off a big run or get any sort of consistent drive going throughout the game.
SEE OPENER, PAGE 10

FOOTBALL

Depth the difference in WKU's loss at LSU
By BRAD STEPHENS
sports@wkuherald.com

BATON ROUGE, La. — Head
Coach Willie Taggart said all last week
he wanted to compare how close his
team was to the nation’s best, as WKU
played No. 1 Louisiana State on Saturday.
For one half his Toppers stood their
ground with the 41-point favorite Tigers.
WKU forced a 7-7 tie with LSU in
the first quarter and trailed 14-7 at halftime.
But the Tigers (10-0) finally pulled
away in the second half, rotating players
on and off the field to keep their starters
fresh and wearing down the Toppers (55), en route to a 42-9 win.
“We have to get some depth, big
time,” Taggart said Monday. “We get
some war-daddies like they have, they
had some war-daddies over there.”
Taggart said that depth played a big
part in Saturday’s football game.
WKU stuck to its typical ball-control

offense on Saturday, relying on handoffs to senior running back Bobby
Rainey and short passes to junior tight
end Jack Doyle to keep LSU’s offense
off the field.
The Toppers executed that plan well
in the first half, going on four drives of
eight or more plays and holding the ball
for 20:01, compared to just 9:59 for the
Tigers.
“You look at the first half — our
guys went toe-to-toe with their guys,”
Taggart said. “You couldn’t tell who
was the No. 1 team there for awhile.
Then depth played a factor in the second half.”
LSU Head Coach Les Miles went
to his bench in the third quarter and
inserted his third-string running back,
sophomore Alfred Blue.
Blue proceeded to have the best statistical game of his career, running for
119 yards and two touchdowns on just
nine carries.
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SEE DEPTH, PAGE 9

Junior linebacker Tye Golden tackles Louisiana State tight end Travis Dickson during the Tigers’ 42-9 win
over the Toppers on Saturday.
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